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REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
Central Washington University 
May 1, 1991 
Presiding Officer: Charles McGehee 
Sue Tirotta Recording Secretary: 
Meeting vas called to order at 3:10 p.m. 
ROLL CALL 
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Cory, Darda, 
Duncan, McPherson, Nethery, Olson, Roberts, Smith, Wallace and 
Yu. 
Visitors: Kelly Ainsworth, Gerald Stacy, Anne Denman, Carolyn Wells, James 
Pappas, David Hedrick, Sue Gould, David Pitts and Don Ringe. 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
-Add a report from Anne Denman on the Search for the Dean of Library Services 
after report #3. 
-Withdraw the proposed •Family Leave Policy• beginning on page 4 from the 
Code Committee report. 
-Add page 2, report of the Ad Hoc Committee for Curriculum Reform. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
*MOTION Ro. 2808 Patrick McLaughlin moved and Warren Street seconded a 
mot1on to approve the minutes of the April .3, 1991 Faculty Senate meeting 
with the following change: 
-Page 4, paragraph 2, sentences 2 and 3, change wording to read: •Ms. 
Zwanziger noted that the greatest loss in terms of minority student 
retention is during students• first year. Since the Minority Retention 
Program was implemented at Central in 1987, the retention rate of minority 
Freshmen has risen from 56% to 86%, ••• • 
Motion passed. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
-4/9/91 l etter from Barry Donahue regarding representation of faculty 
opinions by Faculty Legislative Representatives; referred to FLRs Phil 
Backlund and Bob Wieking. 
-4/16/91 letter from Dale Otto, ESL, regarding Presidential Search; referred 
to Executive Committee. 
-4/19/91 letter from Academic Affairs Committee regarding Presidential Search 
process. 
-4/22/91 letter from Jerry Hogan, Library, regarding prayers at commencement 
ceremony; copy to President. 
-4/23/91 memo from R.Y. Woodhouse, Chair/Board of Trustees, regarding 
selection of members of Presidential Search Committee. 
REPORTS 
1. CHAIR 
-Faculty Senate Chair Charles McGehee announced that the Board of 
Trustees will meet on May 3 to announce the composition of a Search 
Committee and procedures for selection of the University President. The 
Senate Executive Committee will recommend faculty members to the Board 
for service on the Search Committee. 
-The Senate Executive Committee is soliciting recommendations from 
faculty and Deans regarding an Interim Provost and will discuss them 
with President Garrity within the next two weeks; President Garrity will 
make the final selection for this position. 
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President Donald Garrity reminded the Senate that the official C.W.U. 
Centennial Celebration begins on May 11, and he encouraged strong 
support by all segments of the university community. 
The President reported that at the end of the recent legislative 
session there was no recommendation for a budget, and it is unkown when 
final action will occur or if the budget that is ultimately approved 
will be favorable to higher education. 
3. INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
Kelly Ainswort h, Director of International Programs, described 
several successful programs being ~plemented by his office. The 
International Programs Advisory Committee (IPAC), chaired by David 
Hedrick, worked with the Office of International Programs (OIP) this 
year to create a new grant program for faculty and staff. Dr. Ainsworth 
distributed a description of the new program and applications for 
international travel, study and research grants (the application is 
available on request from OIP). 31 faculty have received funding of 
various sorts from OIP this year. 
The Foreign Student Program now encompasses 31 countries and 
represents 188 foreign students, some of whom are federally funded, on 
the Central campus. The Community Outreach Program requires foreign stude 
and benefits the community by encouraging an exchange of views. The 
Study Abroad Program, which allows students from Central to attend 
colleges and universities abroad at the same price or less than 
attending Central, has increased in size from 34 students in 1988-89 to 
102 students in 1990-91 and now includes 117 institutions. 
Dr. Ainsworth commented on increasingly beneficial reciprocal 
relationships with institutions in China and Japan and mentioned new 
agreements with the U.S.S.R., Chile and Humboldt University/Berlin. He 
added that many foreign scholars are now teaching on campus, and they 
provide valuable services to Central in exchange for cost of living 
stipends. 
4. SEARCH FOR DEAN OF LIBRARY SERVICES 
Anne Denman, Associate Dean of the College of Letters, Arts and 
Sciences and Chair of the Search Committee for the Dean of Library 
Services, reported that 3 candidates have been selected to visit the 
Central campus during the next three weeks: 1) Dr. Gary Lewis (Director 
of Library and Media Services, North Adams State College/North Adams, 
Massachusetts) will be on campus on May 6 and 7; 2) Ms. Judith Hunt 
(University of Bridgeport/Bridgeport, Connecticut) will be on campus on 
May 13 and 14; 3) Mr. Wendell Barbour (Christopher Newport 
College/Newport News, Virginia) is in the process of being scheduled for 
his visit. The candidates' curriculum vitae may be consulted at the 
Library Reference Desk and will be available at on-campus meetings as 
well. The Search Committee will solicit campus-wide involvement in the 
visits of these candidates, and evaluation forms will be available at 
each meeting. 
) 
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Barry Donahue presented the report of the Ad Hoc COmmittee for 
Curriculum Refo~. Be explained that the Committee's charge was to 
• ••• examine the process of curriculum planning and propagation from its 
origins in departments and other locations through creation of the 
curricular aspects of the catalogue• in response to criticisms made by 
the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges (NASC) accreditation 
team in 1989 that Central's "organization for curricular review and 
approval is baroque in the extreme, some elements having long since 
become obsolete, now serving only to obstruct efforts to keep up with a 
changing environment. • The Ad Hoc C1ommittee membership consisted of the 
following representatives from the University Curriculum Committee (UCC), 
the Senate Curriculum Committee (SCC) and the Undergraduate Studies 
Office: David Kaufman-Sociology, Chair (UCC member); Karen 
Adamson-Accounting (UCC), Barry Donahue-Computer Science (fo~er SCC 
chair), Dolores Osborn-Business Education and Administrative Management 
(current UCC chair), Warren Street-Psychology (current SCC chair) and Don 
Schliesman (Dean of Undergraduate Studies). 
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF CURRICULUM FLOW 
Concern regarding the curriculum approval process his existed within the 
University for a number of years. The frustration felt by many surfaced 
in the recent Evaluation Committee Report of the Northwest Association of 
Schools and Colleges. This report has served to catalyze efforts to 
streamline the manner in which curricula are revised. In order to answer 
the criticisms raised in the report, the Ad Hoc Committee for Curriculum 
Refo~ was created and was charged with studying and suggesting 
improvements to the process. The Committee feels that it is essential to 
create a mor e expeditious review process and in this regard suggests the 
following changes be implemented. 
1. ELIMINATE THE UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE COUNCILS FROM THE PROCESS. 
As their primiry functions are more toward policy review, these two 
councils do not presently perfo~ more than a nominal role in the 
curriculum process. Proposals are often held at these councils for 
several weeks until they are acted on, and little additional input 
into the curriculum review process is provided. 
2. REEVALUATE THE ROLES OF THE REMAINING COMMITTEES. 
The Faculty Senate should examine the roles of all other committees 
involved in the curriculum review process with a view to clearly 
enumerating the specific curricular responsibilities of each. In 
particular, the level of involvement of the Teacher Education Council 
should be considered. 
3. THERE SHOULD BE A STANDARD FORMAT FOR CATALOG COURSE DESCRIPTIONS. 
Ro convention for course and program !!stings In .the catalog 
currently exists. This allows wording and clarity of descriptions to 
vary from department to department. A standard format is needed in 
which descriptions stress content rather than methodology, and adhere 
to a limit in number of words. 
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4 • A CURRICULUM COORDINATOR POSITION SHOULD BE CREATED IN ORDER TO 
PROVIDE EDITORIAL FUNCTIONS AND ENHANCE CONSISTENCY OF CATALOG COPY. 
The University Curriculum Committee is currently overwhelmed by 
foolish errors in proposal copy--such things as grammatical and 
spelling errors, for example. This leaves little time for the 
committee to exercise its proper function of oversight of the 
curriculum. These editorial functions would be more efficiently 
dealt with by a single person who develops and applies the standards 
mentioned in (3) above. This person should also have a broad role in 
coordinating between departments that are affected by a curriculum 
change and in keeping the academic advisors informed of changes in 
courses and programs. 
5. AN ELECTRONIC CATALOG SYSTEM SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED. 
Currently, decisions regarding curriculum are often based on the 
latest catalog even if changes have occurred in the interim. A 
single, up-to-date version of the curriculum must exist within easy 
access of all involved in the process. An electronic catalog on the 
VAX would enhance the rate and efficiency with which proposals could 
pass through the review process. 
6. THE SCHOOL/COLLEGE DEANS SHOULD EXERCISE GREATER AUTHORITY WITH 
REGARD TO THE CURRICULUM. 
It is currently difficult for the curriculum committees to obtain the 
information required to make decisions which will have substantial 
budgetary impact. Only a school or college dean has ready access tu 
this information. As a result, each dean should review curriculum 
proposals as they relate to program, faculty course load, and budget. 
The respective dean must have the authority to accept or reject 
proposals based on academic and budgetary considerations. The 
school/college deans should have final authority to approve some 
changes such as simple description changes and course number changes. 
7. DEPARTMENTS SHOULD BE MORE RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR PROPOSALS. 
Departments must take greater responsibility for adhering to the 
standards for curriculum proposals. The department should be 
responsible for obtaining signatures from the appropriate committees 
and administrators. An authorized representative from the department 
should attend the meeting of the University Curriculum Committee when 
its proposal is being reviewed. 
8. A SYSTEM TO TRACK PROPOSALS SHOULD BE DEVELOPED. 
Departments often submit a proposal and then are not informed of the 
decisions being made. If there have been no problems en route, only 
several months later do they receive notification that the proposal 
has passed successfully through the process. Further, the system 
should afford other affected departments the possibility to suggest 
changes to the proposal at the initial stage of the review process. 
An electronic "bulletin board" could be established on the VAX for 
this purpose. 
9. CURRICULUM PROPOSAL FORMS SHOULD BE REVISED. 
It is extremely important that the current curriculum proposal forms 
be revised to help guide proposers in meeting the standards. As 
examples, deans should have to approve explicitly the financial 
ability to fund a proposal, affected departments should sign the fol 
) 
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5. AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR CURRICULUM REFORM, continued 
rather than sending a letter of support for a proposal, and the form 
should be designed to increase the ability to track and deal with a 
proposal on a timely basis. An expert in forms management should be 
consulted in the development of these new forms. 
10. THE PROCEDURES OF THE UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE SHOULD BE 
REFORMED. 
Under current University Curriculum Committee procedures, if the 
committee member representing a department is absent for a meeting, a 
proposal may be delayed for two weeks or longer. The UCC should 
alter its procedures to operate as a committee of the whole so that 
one c<manittee member is not responsible for representing a 
department. If the suggestions mentioned in this report are 
implemented, this would allow the Committee to deal with the material 
more efficiently and the number of members could be reduced 
accordingly. 
11. THE CURRICULUM PLANNING AND PROCEDURES MANUAL SHOULD BE REVISED TO 
INCORPORATE ANY cHARGEs MADE AS A RESULT OF THESE SUGGESTIONS. 
A Senator noted that much of the UCC's and SCC's time is currently 
consumed in the correction of spelling, grammatical and mathematical 
errors made at the departmental level, and he asked why faulty curriculum 
proposals were not simply returned to departments. sec chair Warren 
Street responded that general recommendations to departments to •clean 
up• proposals are ineffective and create further delays in the already 
lengthy curriculum process; in addition, the committees would then 
ultimately have to review proposals more than one time. UCC member Tami 
Schrank added that nearly all curriculum proposals contain some errors, 
so simply referring errors back to the source would not be practical. 
Gerald Stacy, Dean of Graduate Studies, commented that his prior 
experience at other universities supports the recommendation for a 
•curriculum coordinator• to screen proposals and enhance consistency. A 
Senator asked if the Committee had reviewed curriculum processes at other 
schools in reaching its recommendations. The Committee responded that it 
had not consulted with other colleges, and Dean Stacy commented that 
curriculum processes at many universities are cumbersome and may 
therefore not serve as good models for Central's curriculum procedure. 
*MOTION NO. 2809 Ken Gamon moved and Patrick McLaughlin seconded a 
motion that the Faculty Senate accept the recommendations of the Ad Hoc 
Committee for Curriculum Reform and refer them to the Senate Curriculum 
Committee for implementation. Motion passed. 
Chair McGehee added that the Ad Hoc Committee for Curriculum Reform 
would be requested to remain intact in order to work cooperatively with 
the Senate Curriculum Committee during implementation of the 
rec011111endations. 
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Peter Burkho!uer reported that the Academic Affairs Committee is 
working on revisions to the Class Attendance Policy proposed by the 
Undergraduate Council on January 29, 1991. Dr. Burkholder presented 
tentative changes to the policy which would 1) require class attendance 
only at the discretion of the individual instructor and 2) allow 
instructors to \drop a student from the class roll if he/she failed to 
attend class by its third hour of instruction (rather than third day of 
instruction) of the quarter. Senators criticized a policy of 
discretionary class attendance and questioned the time allowed before 
students could be dropped from the class roll. Dr. Burkholder reported 
that the Academic Affairs Committee will continue to refine the wording 
of a Class Attendance Policy revision. 
7. CODE COMMITTEE 
Chair McGehee reported that the recommendations on Faculty Code 
sections 8.40, 9.92 and 15.30 would be delayed until the May 15, 1991 
Faculty Senate meeting in order to allow time for discussion of New 
Business. 
NEW BUSINESS 
FORUM FOR DISCUSSION ON PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH 
chair McGehee introduced Board of Trustees members Sue Gould and David 
Pitts and invited them to address the Senate as individuals and/or 
representatives of the Board. 
Senator Jim Hawkins, Drama, encouraged the implementation of an inter~ 
Presidency if a suitable candidate is not found within the time alloted for 
the search. Board member David Pitts replied that the Board has identified 
potential candidates for an interim President and may choose this option at 
its prerogative. 
Senator Ken Hammond, Geography, commented that it is important that 
faculty be seriously committed to the search process and requested that more 
than two faculty members be selected for representation on the Search 
Committee. 
Senator Hawkins asked if a job description for the position of President 
had been created, and Board member Pitts responded that Mr. Charles Neff, 
Presidential Search Consultant, is helping the Board tailor a job description 
as a result of input he received during his recent campus visit. 
Senator Erlice Killorn, Physical Education and Senate Executive Committee 
member, noted that the Senate Executive Committee has met with some 
resistance on the part of faculty who have been asked to participate on the 
Search Committee; Chair McGehee clarified that this seems mainly because the 
large increments of required time set forth in the Board's schedule may 
create conflicts with individuals' teaching commitments. 
Student Senator Jennifer Fisher noted that the Board has allowed for only 
one student on the Search Committee and requested a second representative. 
Senator Dan Ramsdell, History, commented that university groups should be 
represented commensurate with their role at the university and noted that 
five faculty members served on the last Presidential Search Committee. 
Registrar Carolyn Wells asked for a reiteration of the proposed 
composition of the Presidential Search Committee. Chair McGehee responded 
that the Board proposes a committee consisting of 4 trustees, 2 faculty 
members, 1 administrative exempt member, 1 alumnus, 1 member of the 
Ellensburg community, 1 Foundation member, and the Director of Government, \ 
_) 
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Corporate and Community Relations. A representative from Civil Service has 
been suggested, but the Board has not made a decision on this yet. 
Senator Hawkins stated that the direction of the University should be 
reflected in the job description for the President. Board member Pitts 
replied that Dr. Neff will. meet with the Board of Trustees to work out such a 
8 Vision• prior to commenc~ent of the search. Senator Rex Wirth, Political 
Science, cautioned that this •vision• be of a least restrictive nature in 
order to assure that hiring opportunities are not casually eliminated in the 
screening of vitae. Board member Sue Gould noted that specific elements of 
the job description could be worded •shall include but not be limited to •.. • 
in order to maintain a broad and flexible view of all potential candidates. 
Board member Pitts added that Dr. Neff will supervise minimal pre-screening 
of curriculum vitae in order to allow 50-75 final applicants to be considered 
by the Search Committee. 
Senator Jim Ponzetti, Home Economics, thanked the Trustees for attending 
the Senate discussion and encouraged more forums allowing for exchange of 
views between faculty and the Board. Senator Hammond emphasized that the way 
in which a President works with others is as crucial as the goal-oriented 
•vision• of the university, and Board member Pitts stated his personal 
agreement with this concept. 
Senator Warren Street, Psychology, stated that greater faculty 
participation in the search won't necessarily ensure a better choice, but a 
process which is perceived as equitable by the faculty may influence its 
reception of a new President. 
Student Senator Tam! Schrank asked who will choose the membership of the 
Search Committee. Board member Gould replied that the Board will choose the 
membership of the Committee, and Board member Pitts added that the Board will 
have final selection approval of a candidate for President. 
Senator Ken Gamon, Math, member of the Senate Executive Committee, noted 
that equal representation of academic schools/colleges would require three, 
rather than two, faculty representatives on the Search Committee. He 
supported Dr. Neff's role in the process as an objective resource from 
outside the university. 
Senator Hammond commented that the extraordinary voluntary efforts of the 
faculty are what make a university exceptional, and if the faculty are 
dissatisfied with the Presidential selection process or its outcome, this 
would not bode well for the university. 
Senator Killorn commented that candidates' views on national issues 
(e.g., diversity) should be an important criterion for selection. 
ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
* * * * * NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 15, 1991 * * * * * 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3:00p.m., Wednesday, May 1, 1991 
SUB 204-205 
I. ROLL CALL 
II. CHANGES TO AGENDA 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES -April 3, 1991 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
-4/9/91 letter from Barry Donahue re. representation of 
faculty opinions by Faculty Legislative Representatives; 
referred to Phil Backlund and Bob Wieking 
~ -4/16/91 letter from Dale Otto, ESL, re. Presidential 
Search; referred to Executive Committee 
-~-4/19/91 letter from Academic Affairs Committee, re. 
Presidential Search process 
} -4/22/91 letter from Jerry Hogan, Library, re. prayers 
at commencement ceremony; copy to President 
-4/23/91 memo from R.Y. Woodhouse, Chair/Board of 
Trustees, re. selection of members of Presidential 
Search Committee 
V. REPORTS 
1. Chair 
-Presidential Search 
-1991-92 Faculty Senate Roster (attached) 
2. President 
3 . International Programs - Kelly Ainsworth 
4 . Ad Hoc Committee for Curriculum Reform 
(see attached report) 
5 . Academic Affairs Committee 
-Class Attendance Policy (motion attached) 
6 . Budget Committee 
7 . Code Committee 
-Parental Leave Policy (motion attached) 
8 . Curriculum Committee 
9 . · Personnel Committee 
VI. OLD BUSINESS 
VII. NEW BUSINESS 
-4:15p.m.: FORUM FOR DISCUSSION ON PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH 
VIII. ADJOURNMENT 
*** NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 15, 1991 *** 
1991-92 FACULTY SENATE ROSTER 
Department Years 
to Serve 
Senator Alternate 
Accounting 3 
Anthropology 
Deborah Medlar Gary Heesacker 
Art 3 Ken Cory Margaret Sahlstrand 
Biology 3 Thomas Thelen John Carr 
Business Admin 3 Bruce Bagamery Hugh Spall 
2 *Ed Golden Connie Nott 
Bus Ed & Admin Mgmt 1 Connie Roberts Ken Harsha 
Chemistry 1 Clint Duncan Walt Emken 
Communication 3 Alan Taylor Roger Garrett 
Computer Science 3 Calvin Willberq 
Drama 3 Mark Zetterberg Philip Signorelli 
Economics 1 Stephen Smith Richard Mack 
Education 1 Osman Alawiye Andrea Bowman 
3 *Andrea Bowman Randy Wallace 
2 *Jack McPherson Parker Fawson 
English 1 John Clark Teresa Martin 
3 *John Herum Steve Olson 
Foreign Language 1 E.E. Bilyeu Dieter Romboy 
Geoyraphy 1 Ken Hammond Morris Uebelacker 
Geo ogy 3 Don Ringe Robert Bentley 
History 2 Lawrence Lowther Dan Ramsdell 
Home Economics 2 James Ponzetti Ethan Bergman 
Ind & Eng Tech 3 David Carns Walter Kaminski 
Library 3 Thomas Yeh Jerry Hogan 
2 *Patrick Owens Thomas Yeh 
Mathematics 3 Barney Erickson Ken Gamon 
Music 1 John Pickett Andrew Spencer 
2 *Eric Roth Geoffrey Boers 
Philosophy 3 Peter Burkholder John Utzinger 
Physical Education 2 Vince Nethery Stephen Jefferies 
2 *Erlice Killorn Patricia Maguire 
Physics 1 Roger Yu Will Sperry 
Political Science 1 Rex Wirth Robert Jacobs 
Psychology 3 Stephanie Stein Stephen Schepman 
2 *Owen Pratz Jim Green 
Sociology 1 Charles McGehee Charles Hawkins 
President/Provost Donald Garrity Robert Edington 
ASCWU Board Jennifer Fisher Dan Sutich 
Karina Kuhlmeier 
Tami Schrank 
*At-Large 
4/23/91 (RL:41) 
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AD HOC C(JitiTT£E F«Jl CIJIRictl.IIIJ REf(JIR (David Kaufman, Chair; Karen Adamson, Barry Donahue, 
Dolores Osborn, Warren Street, Don Schliesman} 
SUGGESTIORS F«Jl M IJIIRovatEIT OF CIJIRICta.IIIJ FUll 
Concern regarding the curriculum approval process has existed within the University for a number 
of years. The frustration felt by many surfaced in the recent Evaluation Committee Report of 
the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges. This report has served to catalyze efforts 
to streamline the manner in which curricula are revised. In order to answer the criticisms 
raised in the report, the Ad Hoc Committee for Curriculum Reform was created and was charged 
with studying and suggesting improvements to the process. The Committee feels that It Is 
essential to create a more expeditious review process and in this regard suggests the following 
changes be implemented. 
1. EUMIIIATE n£ tii)ERGRADIJATE All) QWJUATE COtiiCILS FRIM TIE PROCESS. 
As their primary functions are more toward policy review, these two councils do not 
presently perform more than a nominal role in the curriculum process. Proposals are often 
held at these councils for several weeks until they are acted on, and little additional 
input into the curriculum review process is provided. 
2. REEVALUATE n£ ROLES OF M REMIIIIG COMITTIES. 
The Faculty Senate should examine the roles of all other committees involved in the 
curriculum review process with a view to clearly enumerating the specific curricular 
responsibilities of each. In particular, the level of involvement of the Teacher Education 
Council should be considered. 
3. THERE SHOULD BE A STNIWID F(RMT Flit CATALOG COlJtSE DESCRIPTIO.S. 
No convention for course and program listings in the catalog currently exists. This allows 
wording and clarity of descriptions to vary from department to department. A standard 
format is needed in which descriptions stress content rather than methodology, and adhere to 
a limit in number of words. 
4. A CliUUCIAJ .. C()(JU)IIIATCit POSITIOI SHOil..D BE CREAliD II CltDER 10 PROVIII miTCitiAL FUIICTIOIS 
All> EWWICE CO.SISTEIICY OF CATALOG COPY. 
The University Curriculum Committee is currently overwhelmed by foolish errors in proposal 
copy--such things as grammatical and spelling errors, for example. This leaves little time 
for the committee to exercise its proper function of oversight of the curriculum. These 
editorial functions would be more efficiently dealt with by a single person who develops and 
applies the standards mentioned in (3) above. This person should also have a broad role in 
coordinating between departments that are affected by a curriculum change and in keeping the 
academic advisors informed of changes in courses and programs. 
5. All EllCTROIIC CATALOG SYSTEJt SHOUI..J) BE ESTABLISID. 
Currently, decisions regarding curriculum are often based on the latest catalog even If 
changes have occurred in the interim. A single, up-to-date version of the curriculum must 
exist within easy access of all involved in the process. An electronic catalog on the VAX 
would enhance the rate and efficiency with which proposals could pass through the review 
process. 
1991-92 FACULTY SENATE ROSTER 
, ) Department Years Senator Alternate to Serve 
Accounting 3 Deborah Medlar Gary Heesacker 
Anthropology 
Marqaret Sahlstrand Art 3 Ken Cory 
Biology 3 Thomas Thelen John Carr 
Business Admin 3 Bruce Bagamery Hugh Spall 
2 *Ed Golden Connie Nott 
Bus Ed & Admin Mq.mt 1 Connie Roberts Ken Harsha 
Chemistry 1 Clint Duncan Walt Emken 
Communication 3 Alan Taylor Roger Garrett 
Computer Science 3 Calvin Willberg 
Drama 3 Mark Zetterberg Philip Signorelli 
Economics 1 Stephen Smith Richard Mack 
Education 1 Osman Alawiye Andrea Bowman 
3 *Andrea Bowman Randy Wallace 
2 *Jack McPherson Parker Fawson 
English 1 John Clark Teresa Martin 
3 *John Herum Steve Olson 
Foreign Language 1 E.E. Bilyeu Dieter Romboy 
Geoyraphy 1 Ken Hammond Morris Uebelacker 
Geo ogy 3 Don Ringe Robert Bentley 
History 2 Lawrence Lowther Dan Ramsdell 
Home Economics 2 James Ponzetti Ethan Bergman 
Ind & Eng Tech 3 David Carns Walter Kaminski 
Library 3 Thomas Yeh Jerry Hogan 
2 *Patrick Owens Thomas Yeh 
Mathematics 3 Barney Erickson Ken Gamon 
Music 1 John Pickett Andrew Spencer 
2 *Eric Roth Geoffrey Boers 
Philosophy 3 Peter Burkholder John Utzinger 
Physical Education 2 Vince Nethery Stephen Jefferies 
2 *Erlice Killorn Patricia Maguire 
Physics 1 Roger Yu Will Sperry 
Political Science 1 Rex Wirth Robert Jacobs 
Psychology 3 Stephanie Stein Stephen Schepman 
2 *Owen Pratz Jim Green 
Sociology 1 Charles McGehee Charles Hawkins 
President/Provost Donald Garrity Robert Edington 
ASCWU Board Jennifer Fisher Dan Sutich 
Karina Kuhlmeier 
Tami Schrank 
*At-Large 
4/23/91 (RL:41) 
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6. TIE SCHOrl./CUI.LEGE OEMS SHOULD EXERCISE GIEA'JO AllllOliTY IIIlll REGNID TO TIE CIIIRICII.llt. 
It is currently difficult for the curriculUM com.ittees to obtain the Information required 
to make decisions which will have substantial budgetary impact. Only a school or college 
dean has ready access to this information. As a result, each dean should review curriculum 
proposals as they relate to program, faculty course load, and budget. The respective dean 
must have the authority to accept or reject proposals based on academic and budgetary 
considerations. The school/college deans should have final authority to approve some 
changes such as simple description changes and course number changes. 
7. OEPMTIDTS SIDI.D BE DE RESPOISIBLE f(lt lliEIR PRCJIOSM.S. 
Depart.ents must take greater responsibility for adhering to the standards for curriculum 
proposals. The department should be responsible for obtaining signatures from the 
appropriate committees and administrators. An authorized representative from the departnent 
should attend the meeting of the University Curriculum Committee when Its proposal is being 
reviewed. 
8. A SYSTBI TO l1tACI PRCJIOSALS SHOII.D BE IDEJ.(ftl). 
Departments often submit a proposal and then are not inforMed of the decisions being made. 
If there have been no problems en route, only several months later do they receive 
notification that the proposal has passed successfully through the process. Further, the 
system should afford other affected departments the possibility to suggest changes to the 
proposal at the initial stage of the review process. An electronic "bulletin board" could be 
established on the VAX for this purpose. 
9. etaRICII.llt PROPOSAL FOUlS SIIU.D BE REVISED. 
It is extremely important that the current curriculum proposal forms be revised to help 
guide proposers in meeting the standards. As examples, deans should have to approve 
explicitly the financial ability to fund a proposal, affected departments should sign the 
form rather than sending a letter of support for a proposal, and the form should be designed 
to Increase the ability to track and deal with a proposal on a timely basts. An expert in 
forms management should be consulted in the development of these new forms. 
10. TlE PROCEIUES Of TlE IIIIVERSm CIIIRICil.llt CCIIIITTEE SIDI..D BE REf(IUO. 
Under current University Curriculum Committee procedures, if the committee member 
representing a department is absent for a meeting, a proposal may be delayed for two weeks 
or longer. The UCC should alter its procedures to operate as a committee of the whole so 
that one committee member is not responsible for representing a department. If the 
suggestions mentioned in this report are implemented, this would allow the Committee to deal 
with the material more efficiently and the number of members could be reduced accordingly. 
11. TilE CIIUUCUlllt PUIIIIIG Nil PROCEDIIlES IWIIW. StDI..D BE REVISED TO lii(OUI(RATE MY CIWIGES 
Ml€ AS A RESil..T Of ntESE SUGGESTIORS. 
·-, 
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ACMDIC AffAIRS CIIIIITTEE 
IIJT.JCJI: (see page 24 of 1989/91 University Catalog for entire policy) 
[Proposed changes approved 1/29/91 by Undergraduate Council and modified by Academic 
Affairs Committee] 
QASS AlUD.ICE PCI.ICY 
R'eQdiaf/ !t1es'i .at~f(., tf'/,#L)8.t~/vf/ ~I~JI~r./ lfl.t.h'~lr ,AJ' Aid~ ..f!W1~/ffl,111~Fc;e 
t'sl ,{gf/ i~.t~v'Y,IeXi.,pt/dC&f.t'og!tf\il~r'#ieeJ( MlrAJnei I t~;l)t.tAt,-,.t.!~lf~l~ 1¢'1 .iY1 
nqlrl'Yf-.6ririit AI Mt(,tp.,r~,-$1' tfp',llft~;V\_-y' ~~--¢',6~1 ill the discretion of the 
lnstruc·tor, class attendance !!!!l be required to meet the educationa I of ject lves of ! 
fnifiJl}roZ~~~~::~z~.~~.~~~~~z;~~~~~~~~~ 
~~ Mdfi;f,YV,!Wtp6,c!; ,.*,fWjrt)6.tiJ6t/$'tp~;t'l If ! student fails to attend ! class in which 
enrolled, !2l the end of Its third hour of Instruction of the quarter, the Instructor !!!l 
drop the student from the class roll and fill the space with another student. The 
instructor must notify the Registrar so the dropped student can be informed and the added 
student registered. Students are responsible for informing course instructors when it Is 
impossible to attend the first class meeting •••• 
CmE C(lltiTTEE 
* * * * * * * * * * 
FNIILY LEAVE PCI.ICY -- 10 SECTICII 
SECTICIIS 9.72, 9.73 Aim 9.~4 ME 1D MJJITIIIIS 10 n£ COOE 
IJilER SECTICII 9.00-9.99: LEAVE Alii RETIREJ£11' 
[Since this is !!! new text, underlining has not been observed so that the proposals will 
be more easily readable] 
9.72 Family Leave--Definition 
Family leave as provided in this Faculty Code is leave that entitles eligible 
faculty members to the benefits of salary, and to retention of status as faculty 
members, for prescribed lengths of time. Family leave means leave from employment 
to care for a newly born or newly adoped child under the age of ten (10) or for a 
terminally ill child under eighteen (18) years of age or a spouse with a terminal 
health condition. 
9.73 Family Leave--Eligibility 
All faculty members as defined in Section 2.10 of the Faculty Code shall be 
eligible to receive family leave, subject to the following limitations and 
exceptions. 
A. Faculty members with appointments for one (1) academic year or less (e.g., 
visiting faculty members or "term appointments") and faculty members with less 
than full-time appointment (e.g., half-time) are not eligible to receive family 
leave benefits. 
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ctiJE C1JIIIT1(£, contiiUid 
B. If both parents of a newly born, newly adopted, or terminally ill child are 
eligible faculty as defined in this section 9.73, the parents shall receive 
collectively only so much leave as a family with one eligible faculty member 
would receive. Leave may be granted to only one (1) parent at a time. 
c. Faculty members generally shall be eligible for family leave only when they are 
on the payroll or would have been on the payroll but for the family leave, and 
faculty members who require family leave during a tine when they are 
temporarily off the payroll shall begin to receive benefits from the time when 
they would have been placed again on the payroll. 
D. The university shall have the prerogative, at its expense, of verifying the 
birth of a child, the legally authorized placement of a child to be adopted in 
the ho~. the terminally ill condition and age of a child under eighteen (18), 
or the terminal health condition of a spouse. 
9.73 Family Leave--Eligibility, continued 
E. Family leave with benefits to care for a newly born or adopted child shall be 
completed within twenty four (24) weeks after the birth or placement for 
adoption. 
F. A faculty member is entitled to family leave with benefits only once for any 
given child or spouse. 
G. The family leave defined in section 9.72 of the Faculty Code is in addition to 
any leave for sickness or disability because of pregnancy or childbirth. 
9.74 Family Leave--Special Conditions 
A. Faculty members shall provide notice in advance of the time of family leave as 
follows: 
1. If family leave for purposes of caring for a newly born or adopted child is 
foreseeable, the faculty member shall provide the school dean with written 
notice as soon as possible, but at least thirty (30) days in advance of the 
expected leave, and shall make a reasonable effort to give notice and 
schedule the leave so as not to disurupt the operations of the university. 
2. If family leave for purposes of caring for a terminally ill child or spouse 
is foreseeable, the faculty member shall provide the school dean with 
notice at least fourteen (14) days in advance of the expected leave and 
shall make a reasonable effort to give notice and schedule the leave so as 
not to disrupt the operations of the university. 
3. If the need for family leave is not foreseeable for the required period 
before the leave is to take place, the faculty member shall notify the 
school dean of the expected leave as soon as possible, but at least within 
one (1) working day of the beginning of the leave. 
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COOE CilltlTTH I cont 11'11ed 
B. The university has the option to cancel the classes of the faculty ~r on 
family leave. 
C. The university may provide for adequate and properly compensated susbstitutes 
from outside the university or the depart.ent to take the place of the faculty 
member during the period of family leave. When the provision of a substitute 
from outisde the university or the department is not possible, colleagues may 
assume the work load gratis up to a period of ten (10) working days. After 
this, the university shall, when funds permit, coq~ensate colleagues who agree 
to carry the load. 
9.75 Family Leave--Benefits 
Family leave benefits shall be as follows: 
A. For faculty members with tenure, ranked administrators and probationary 
appointees who have completed four years of service at Central: 
1. and who hold 9- to 12-month contracts: 
a. the first twelve (12) calendar weeks with retention of full employment 
status and with full regular monthly salary paynents: and 
b. the next twelve (12) calendar weeks with retention of full employment 
status and with one-half (1/2) of the full regular monthly salary 
payments: and 
c. the next ten (10) calendar months with retention of full employment 
status and no salary, or part-time employment mutually agreed upon by 
the department and the faculty member, with retention of full 
employment status and proportional salary. 
B. For non-tenure track faculty members appointments and non-ranked administrators 
1. who hold 9- to 12-month contracts: 
a. the first twelve (12) calendar weeks with full regular monthly salary 
payments: 
b. twelve (12) calendar weeks with one-half of the full regular monthly 
salary payments. 
C. The retention of full employment status extends only to the expiration of the 
term of appointment unless extended by the Board of Trustees. Benefits do not 
extend to faculty members defined in Section 9.73.A. 
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ClllE C1JIIIIIEE, continued 
RATIONALE: These new Code provisions basically implement the existing family leave law 
covering state employees {RCW Chapter 49.78), except that the new C.W.U. 
provisions would add: 
1. paid family leave (optional under R.C.W. 49.78): 
2. family leave eligibility for adoptive parents of children through the age of 10 
at time of adoption {R.C.W. 49.78 covers adoptions through age 5): 
3. family leave eligibility in the event of terminal illness of! spouse or a 
child under age 18 {R.C.W. 49.78 covers only terminal ilness of a child under 
18). 
The Code Committee feels that the proposed section would bring C.W.U. in line 
with progressive trends in the U.S. as to family and child care as well as in 
line with existing family leave programs in Western European countries. The 
Code Committee's family leave provisions would also procedurally implement 
current informal policies of the university administration in support of 
pregnant faculty members, policies of the administration for which we find much 
support among the faculty. 
[NOTE: The Parental Leave Policy would be adopted without pay for 2 years and with pay 
after 2 years. The policy was accepted by the President as created by the Code 
Committee last year with one exception.) 
* * * * ., 
It is recommended that Section 15.30, Su..er Salaries, remain unchanged. 
* * * * * 
8.40 Yearly Salary Adjustllents 
C. Merit increase. Merit increases may be given in any step amount to faculty 
members to reward them for outstanding service to the university. Such 
merit increases, which are permanent, are separate from special salary 
awards or adjustments identified elsewhere in this code, such as Sections 
4.55 and 8.46. Faculty members hired or promoted near or above the ceiling 
for their ranks are eligible for four merit steps above the step into which 
they are hired or promoted. Faculty members newly hired or promoted are 
eligible for four merit steps above the step into which they are hired or 
promoted even though such advancement exceeds the ceiling for their rank. 
Faculty members who participate in the conversion to the new salary scale 
in 1991 shall also be eligible to advance four steps on the scale even 
though such advancement exceeds the ceiling for their rank. No faculty 
member may receive a salary exceeding the top step on the salary scale. 
Faculty members receiving promotion are not eligible to receive merit awards 
in the same year. 
~· 
\ ) 
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* * * * * 
9.92 Pbilsed Ret1n!lleflt fur Faculty 
A. At, or after, age 62 and until age 70, as outlined in section 9.90A of this 
code faculty members may elect to reduce their service to the university by 
entering a phased retirement program. Faculty members may continue teaching 
up to 40% of an academic year teaching load in their respective disciplines. 
For th~s policy, 40% is considered to be 15 contact hours per academic year. 
~ Continuing Education courseload i! not considered to be 2!C! of the 40% 
of !!! academic ~ 
Rationale: Following the recommendation of the Provost, the Code Committee has 
determined that it is possible for a retired faculty {phased) to teach 
continuing education courses without having such courses be considered part 
of the phased retirement teaching load of 15 credits {40%). 
ROLL CALL 1990-91 
Osman ALAWIYE 
1/E.E. BILYEU 
,/ Peter BURKHOLDER 
/ David CARNS 
v/ John CLARK 
Ken CORY 
David DARDA 
j/- Barry DONAHUE 
Clint DUNCAN 
/ Steven FARKAS 
v Jennifer FISHER 
"/Ken GAMON 
v Donald GARRITY 
1/ Ed GOLDEN 
V"". Ken HAMMOND 
L/ Jim HAWKINS 
,/ Erlice KILLORN 
~ Karina KUHLMEIER 
~/Larry LOWTHER 
) C Charles McGEHEE 
&/Patrick McLAUGHLIN 
Jack McPHERSON 
~ Deborah MEDLAR 
Vince NETHERY 
Steve OLSON 
• .c= Patrick OWENS 
~·· Gary PARSON 
/John PICKETT 
~/ Jim PONZETTI 
v::=owen PRATZ 
Connie ROBERTS 
V Eric ROTH \ 
v Tami SCHRANK 
Stephen SMITH 
~ Warren STREET 
/Alan TAYLOR 
Randall WALLACE 
/Rex WIRTH 
Roger YU@ 
~(!, 
1/24/91 (RL:31) 
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(/Andrea BOWMAN 
___ Dieter ROMBOY 
Raeburne HEIMBECK 
---
Walter KAMINSKI 
---
Teresa MARTIN 
- --
___ Gary GALBRAITH 
John CARR 
---
___ George TOWN 
Walt EMKEN 
---
___ Don RINGE 
____ Stephen HINTHORNE 
Robert EDINGTON 
- ---
Morris UEBELACKER 
---
____ Betty EVANS 
Patricia MAGUIRE 
---
f;1t1;jj 
V Dan RAMSDELL 
Charles HAWKINS 
----
___ Dick WASSON 
___ Stephen JEFFERIES 
John HERUM 
---
Thomas YEH 
---
___ George KESLING 
Andrew SPENCER 
---
Ethan BERGMAN 
---
Jim GREEN 
---
__ _;Ken HARSHA 
___ Geoffrey BOERS 
Richard MACK 
- --
Max ZWANZIGER __ _; 
___ Roger GARRETT 
Robert JACOBS 
----
May 1, 1991 
·pate 
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET 
C wal Is 
Please sign your name and return this sheet to the Faculty Senate 
secretary directly after the meeting. Thank lfOU. 
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH I TRAVEL I OR STUDY 
SMALL GRANTS GUIDELINES 
THROUGH THE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (!PAC) 
ELIGIBILITY: Any CWU faculty member, administrator, or 
administrative-exempt staff person who is employed on a full-time 
contract may apply for financial assistance. 
AREAS OF SUPPORT: There are three areas which this grant program 
will support: 1) Projects which will further CWU goals of 
internationalizing the curriculum; 2) Projects which will 
strengthen area·studies education; 3) Projects which support 
faculty, administration, or staff development. 
LIMITATIONS OF SUPPORT: In general, support from the IPAC/OIP is 
limited to $500. Projects which seek a higher level of funding 
must be of broad interest to the CWU academic community. 
All permanent equipment purchased by IPAC Small Grants becomes 
the property of CWU. Any equipment purchased must be placed on 
inventory and receive a CWU number according to regular 
University procedures before it can be used on the project. 
REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF APPLICATION: The application must be 
approved by the Department Chair and the appropriate 
School/College Dean before submission to the IPAC. 
Recommendations on proposals are made by a vote of the IPAC. The 
Committee may decide: 1) Not to fund; 2) Request further 
information or clarification; 3) Partially fund; 4) Fund 
contingent on availability of money; 5) Fund in full. 
All comments by the Departmental Chair and Dean as well as the 
discussion of the application by the IPAC are confidential. The 
text of funded proposals will be made available to the public 
through the Office of International Programs. 
Following the Committee's review and recommendations, the 
applicant will be notified of the final disposition of his/her 
application. Copies of the deposition report will be sent to the 
applicant's Department Chair and School/College Dean. 
EXPENDITURES: Approved project expenditures will be handled 
through the Office of International Programs. 
DEADLINES: Applications may be submitted for any of three 
deadlines, October 1, February 1, and June 1. IPAC will review 
proposals and notification of applicants will generally occur 
within one month following each announced deadline date. 
Proposals received after an announced deadline will not receive 
consideration until the following deadline. 
REPORTS: An awardee must submit a final written report to the 
2 
!PAC within three months after completion of the funded project 
which describes any achievements, etc., which may have occurred 
as a result of the grant. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING THE APPLICATION: Please submit an 
original and 9 copies to the Office of International Programs. 
Attach memoranda of support from your Departmental Chair and 
School/College Dean. 
I I 
r i 
FACULTY/STAFF: APPLICATION FOR INTERNATIONAL 
TRAVEL, STUDY, AND RESEARCH GRANTS 
{THROUGH THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
AND THE FACULTY SENATE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE) 
Deadline for Application (circle one): 
June 1 October 1 February 1 
Academic Year ____________ __ 
Name----------------------------~------------------~------First Middle Last 
Office Address: __________________________________________ ___ 
Office Telephone Number: __________________________________ _ 
Office E-Mail Address: ____________________________________ _ 
current Position: ________________________________________ __ 
Years in Current Position: __________________________ __ 
Position Responsibilities: ________________________________ _ 
Level of Funding sought: __________________________________ _ 
Do you have additional or supplemental funds from other sources 
to assist expenses on this project? yes no If so, 
please identify the source(s) and amount(s). 
Amount(s) $ ________ _ Source(s>--------------------~--
Please describe on attached sheets the project/program for which 
you seek financial support from the OIP/IPAC. Indicate (in two 
pages or less) how successful completion of the projectjprogram 
will further CWO goals of internationalizing the curriculum, 
strengthening area studies education, and/or supporting faculty 
and staff development. Please also attach a current curr iculum 
vitae or r~sume to this application. 
Facully Senare 
Bouillon 240 
Central 
Washington 
University 
Ellensburg. Washingron 98926 
(5091 963-3231 
HKMO 
TO: Faculty Senators 
FROM• Charles McGehee, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
RE: Interim Provost 
DATE: April 24, 1991 
The President has asked the Senate Executive Committee to 
compile a list of names of candidates for the position of 
Interim Provost. The deans have been asked to submit names to 
us. 
Would you please ask your departments for sug9estions 
regard and forward them to the Executive Comm1ttee as 
possible. We want to meet with the President on this 
next week if possible. 
in this 
soon as 
very soon, 
Rather than waste time with campus mail, please telephone the 
Senate office with your recommendations. The Senate office is 
normally open between 8:00 a.m. and noon, but you may leave a 
message on the phone answering machine during the afternoon or 
evening. 
Also, please make sure that the people you suggest are 
interested and willing to serve if asked. 
sf t ( A&M : 3 4 ) 
Depanmenr of Compurer Science Central 
Washington 
University 
Ellensburg. Washingron 98926 
Charles McGehee, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
Campus 
Dear Charles: 
(509) 963-1495 
April 9, 1991 
RECEIVED 
APR 1 f 1991 
CWU FACULTY SEHATE 
Thank you for sending me the copy of the English proficiency bill 
as well as your letter to Representative Jacobsen. 
While this bill does not seem to me to be of any particular 
significance, the discussion about it in the Faculty Senate did 
raise a very serious question in my mind. Namely, just what are 
the limits of credibility for our faculty representatives to 
Olympia? Are they (possibly together with the Senate Executive 
Committee) to be the arbiters of what the faculty truly desire? 
Or are they to represent the known views of the faculty? I most 
strongly affirm the latter. 
The faculty legislative representatives should focus on issues 
that have the clear support of the vast majority of faculty 
members: higher salaries, enhanced equipment budgets, etc. 
They should not dilute their efforts lobbying on issues that the 
faculty have not been asked about. An example of such dilution 
appears in your let ter where you state that passage of the 
Eng l ish proficiency bill "will inevitably polarize the campuses 
and communities and contribute to the tumult surrounding 
diversity." Well, I doubt if Central will be "polarized" if 
this bill is passed. This is a clear and gross exaggeration, 
and would be recognized as such by most legislators. This kind 
of thing weakens our positions on other, more central, issues. 
It is not necessary that our faculty representatives express an 
opinion on every bill re l ating to education that appears in 
Olympia. "We take no position 11 is a legitimate reply to 
legis l ators who ask our opinion. We should take the strongest 
of positions on issues about which the faculty truly do agree. 
I would suggest the following procedure to ensure quality 
representation of the faculty. When the legislative committee 
has developed its goals for the session, it should distribute 
them to the faculty and bring them to the Faculty Senate for a 
vote. Only those items receiving overwhelming approval by the 
Senate (say, 80%) should remain on the list. From time to time 
bills will arise that were unexpected. Unless there is clear 
evidence to suggest a similar widespread level of support, 
position should be taken on these bills until the Faculty 
Senate has expressed its approval. 
If such a procedure were followed we could be assured that the 
true views of the faculty are being represented and that our 
major concerns are not being diluted by over-reaction to 
issues of lesser significance. At a time when we have just 
been wrenched by political upheaval because of administrative 
lack of consultation, it is truly .ironic that the faculty now 
appears to have lost the ability to instruct its own 
representatives in a democratic fashion. 
Please refer my suggestions to the appropriate committee and 
inform me of its dispostion. If you have any questions, I 
would be happy to confer with the Executive Committee. 
Barry J Donahue 
Professor 
4/16191 
Central 
Washington 
University 
Dr. Charles McGehee, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
. Campus 
Dear Olarlie: 
L)("panmt>m or communicauon 
252 Bou1llon 
Ellensburg. Wasl11ngron 98926 
15091 963·1066 
RECEIVED 
APR 1 7 1991 
(,lAJ FACUllY $£HATE 
I received the copy of Barry Donahue's letter that you forwarded to Bob Wieking and me. 
I do have some thoughts about it as I agree with some of his ideas and not with others. 
The central question posed by Barry is about the limits of authority that Bob and I have to 
speak for the faculty. As I understand it, Barry believes that we should only represent the 
known views of the faculty and further, only those items receiving overwhelming approval 
by the Senate (80% ). 
It is my personal point of view (Bob will express his own) that Barry's plan restricts us in 
a way that would reduce our effectiveness in Olympia I agree that we should consult the 
faculty senate and executive committee as often as we c~ and I think that we could be 
doing a better job of that. However, I believe that the faculty and the faculty senate need to 
trust our judgment in the situations we face in Olympia. 
Legislators and staffers ask us questions that range on three continua. FJISt, the questions 
range in issue-priority for Central: from significant (ones on faculty priorities for the 
legislative session) to irrelevant (off-hand questions like "How do CWU faculty get along 
with public school teachers?"). Some questions are just more important that others. 
Second, questions range in faculty consensus: from known faculty consensus (such as 
salaries) to unconfirmed general faculty opinion (such as public school reform). Third, 
questions range in sincerity: questioners want a considered reply to questioners merely 
passing time. 
Bob and I exercise judgment about each question we face. We consider its importance to 
the faculty. our view of faculty consensus, and our impression of the questioner. When 
we don't know the answer to the question, and it is an important question, we tell the 
questioner that we will find the answer. If the question falls at the other end of the 
continua. we give a response based on what we know. I hope this makes sense to you. 
As I understand it, Barry would have us either 1 )ask the faculty senate for an official 
" position or 2)repon "no position" on every question for which we have no faculty senate 
consensus. I see that as unworkable. We are in a position to exercise judgment as to 
whether we should answer a question or postpone a response until we have better 
information. I finnly believe that we should have the authority from executive committee to 
exercise that judgment When we do ask the senate for direction, I believe that a majority 
view is sufficient for direction, not 80%. Why should issues here be handled any 
differently than other senate votes? 
I am sensitive to Barry's concern about consultation and believe that more consultation 
needs to occur between the Faculty Senate and Legislative Representatives .• I believe we 
all share the goal of having Central's faculty accurately represented in Olympia. However, 
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I do not believe we can achieve this goal by restricting Faculty Legislative Representatives 
to positions of ineffectiveness credibility. 
Thank you for your inquiry. You can be sure that Bob and I will abide by the Faculty 
Senate Executive Committee's decision on the limits of authority for Faculty Legislative 
Representatives. 
Sincerely, 
Phil Backlund, 
Faculty Legislative Representative 
Central 
Washington 
University 
· MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dr. Charles McGehee, Chairman 
Faculty Senate 
FRO~ Dr. R. Y. Woodhouse, Chair 
Presidential Search Committee~- · 
cwu Board of Trustees · - ~ 
DATE: April 23, 1991 
Boarci of Truslees 
2CJH(; Bouillon 
Ellcnsbur~ . \\'c:~shinglon 98926 
(509) 963-2111 
RECEIVED 
APR 2 3 1991 
CWU FACULTY SENATE 
RE: Selection of Members of Presidential Search Conunittee 
The search is underway for a new president of our 
institution. In this process, the Presidential Search Committee, 
which will consist of 12 members, will be the pivotal group in 
successfully: 
- advertising to fill this position 
- screening and reviewing applicants' credentials 
- interviewing candidates 
- recommending finalists to the Board of Trustees. 
You are invited to select bro people from the CWTJ faculty to serve 
as members of this critically important committee. 
The individuals you select should be prepared to meet the 
following schedul~ and time commitments. The first meetings with 
t.he seaz:ch committee meq;bers will be in early May. The 
presidentidl search pror.ess is planned to terminate in the 
December/Janu.ary time frame which will make it a total duration of 
about eight months. D•1ring that eight months, there will be 
approximately oix meetings of three hours av-erage duration, and 
approximately six sessions when the full day will be required for 
participation in t.he search process. There, also, may be a 
necessity for some of the members to travel off campus for three 
2-day trips (probably in late fall). Please take into 
consideration these time commitments when selecting the 
.individuals to serve on this committee. 
While the specific criteria to be applied to the selection of 
your constituency representatives are left to your own internal 
organizational procasses, it is important that you know the 
Central 
Washington 
University 
April 19, 1991 
Dr. Charles McGehee, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
CAMPUS 
Dear Charles: 
Ellensburg, Washington 98926 
RECEIVED 
APR 2 2 1991 
CWU FACULTY SENATE 
The Academic Affairs Committee, at its meeting of April 16, decided to urge the 
Faculty Senate to concern itself, perhaps even more than it already has, with 
the CWU presidential selection process and the procedures which have been, and 
are to be, followed in it. 
At the very least, a thorough discussion of the matter might take place at the 
May 1st Senate meeting, at a special Senate meeting, or at a general meeting of 
the entire Faculty, sponsored by the Senate. We are interested in knowing, for 
instance, what the "job description 11 may contain, how the "make-up" of the selec-
tion committee was determined--especially in view of the paucity of Faculty on 
it, how any truly excellent candidates can be obtained, ethically, in the extreme-
ly short time allotted, and whether significant Faculty "input" is to be sought 
and taken seriously in later phases of the search. After such a discussion, the 
Senate might wish to make recommendations to the Board. That would be appro-
priate, since the Senate is the only body on campus with the moral authority to 
represent the Faculty as a whole. 
If such a discussion should occur under Senate auspices, it might be very worth-
while for the Board, or some of its members, to be present. 
Sincerely, 
At-
Peter M. Burkholder 
Chair, Academic Affairs Committee 
lh 
Central 
Washington 
University 
TO: Charles McGehee, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
FROM: Jerry Hoganr\IJ 
library ~ 
RE: Prayers at commencement 
Ubnry · DoalnM"nla orp.nnM"nl 
£Uconabuta. wuhlnflon eee;,e 
(50111 M3·l.S41 
22 April 1991 
As commencement approaches, I recall attending last 
year's ceremony, the first commencement of any 'Kind 
that I'd attended in quite some time. I was dis-
turbed that ttie:ceremony included prayers that were 
so exclusiveTy~Christian. I don't know the practice 
at other public institutions, but I believe Central •s 
ceremonies should be inclusive, reflecting the 
diversity to which we-aspire. 
As we continue to broaden our outlook and encourage 
a global perspective, we should make a conscious 
effort to avoid such parochialism. 
I believe that if clergy are invited to pray at 
university functions, they should be asked to express 
a broad message rather than their own creeds. 
RECEIVED 
APR 2 3 1991 
CWli F:-.CJdY SENATE 
'I :cvP v,·t , 
'• .' ~ 1'11 I 
Central 
Washington 
University 
April 16, 1991 
Dr. R. Y. Woodhouse 
Chair, Board of Trustees of 
central Washington University 
Seattle Urban League 
105 14th Avenue 
Seattle, WA. 98122 
.... 
Faculty Senate 
central Washington University 
Dear Colleagues: 
Depanment 01 Educauon 
Black Hall 
Ellensbur~ . washingron 98926 
RECEIVED 
APR 1 7 1991 
CWU FACULTY SENATE 
I am writing in regard to the resignation of President Garrity and the 
subsequent decisions which our Board of Trustees so quickly announced. 
One of the underlying problems which have plagued us and prevented the 
development of effective, cooperative working relationships here at cwu 
has been a steady violation of an important organizational principle: if 
a matter or decision affects an individual, that person should be offered 
involvement in the preliminaries to the decision. In my view, this was 
the primary factor which so deeply irritated faculty in regard to Dr. 
Edington's administrative difficulties. His ideas and decisions seemed to 
be only a small part of the problem; his manner of announcing decisions 
without consulting affected others, and what appeared to be his excessive 
control over resources and proposals, were neither effective nor supported. 
To me, it is essential that the top-down, control-based administrative 
system we operate under be replaced with a functionally organized, colla-
borative structure. Most effectiv~ businesses have replaced old, military-
style top-down administration and organization with working groups defined 
by function; a basic premise of proposals and decision~making is that 
those who are doing the work, or who are affected, always have input and 
appropriate access to needed resources. 
our Board of Trustees again is using the top-down, control-based style 
regarding announced steps to replace Dr. Garrity. In what appears to be 
a rehearsed scenario, Dr. Garrity announced his resignation and the Board 
of Trustees announced means (a pre-determined search committee), resource 
(an organization which, for $23,000, will provide a list of eligible candi-
dates, according to the Ellensburg Daily Record of April 15, 1991), and 
time line (a new President in place before Dr. Garrity leaves). 
Will you ask faculty and remaining administrators such questions as 
the following? 
CJ I 
---------------------------CJ 
---------------------------
Cl 
~ 
' [¥] . . For your information 
D For your action 
w Need not return 
D For your files 
D Let's discuss 
D Please answer 
1) What criteria should be used, and how should they be weighted, 
regarding screening Presidential candidates? 
2) What administrative style should characterize the work of the 
next President, and of other applicants for academic adminstrative 
positions? 
3) What accountability measures are appropriate between the faculty 
and line administrators? What information should be routinely shared 
among administrators (including the President) and the faculty? 
4). What changes in administration and organizational structure should 
• we make to better promote cooperative working relationships and 
functionally-related faculty groups? · (In many ways, the departmental 
structure is as dysfunctional as is ·the top-down, control-based 
administrative system we are laboring under.) 
These, or similar questions, are vital at this point in our institution's 
life. We are at a major crossroads of either change for the better, or 
repetition of the status quo and all of its attendant problems and frustra-
tions. Unless the Board of Trustees thoughtfully acts in ways which model 
and promote changes towards cooperative relationships, we will continue to 
be our own worst enemy - at all levels. 
Sincerely, 
Dale Otto, Ph.D. 
Professor, ECE and TESL/Bilingual Studies 
c: President Garrity 
